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Conformal invariance is spontaneously broken in many physical systems leading to the appearance
of a single massless Goldstone mode in the spectrum, the dilaton. The dilaton soft limit is shown
to generically encode the action of both the dilatation and the special conformal transformation on
observables. For massive on-shell legs these take the form of sub-leading soft theorems. At loop
level, we show how anomalous dimensions for coupling constants and fields can be included. We
illustrate the general analysis with a variety of formal and phenomenological applications.
INTRODUCTION
Symmetry is a central theme of modern physics. Fre-
quently the symmetry is spontaneously broken: the
ground state of the theory does not respect the sym-
metries of the equations of motion. Examples of theo-
ries with spontaneously broken symmetries abound, let
us mention particle physics (e.g. [1]), condensed matter
physics (e.g. [2]) and cosmology (e.g. [3]).
In a relativistic theory the breaking of a continu-
ous symmetry will lead to the appearance of one or
more massless excitations in the spectrum, the Goldstone
modes [4]. Basically, breaking a continuous symmetry
requires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (vev)
for one or more fields. The Goldstone modes are long-
wavelength fluctuations of this vev. In the limit in which
the momenta of Goldstone particles become very small,
the so-called soft limit, one basically studies a symmetry
variation. Goldstone particles are massless as they do not
have to overcome an energy barrier. It is known (e.g. [5]
and references therein) that the Goldstone mechanism is
fundamentally different for space-time symmetries which
act on the space variables xµ compared to the much bet-
ter studied case where the symmetry only acts on fields.
For broken internal symmetries such as the approxi-
mate chiral symmetry of quarks the soft limit of the Gold-
stone mode in scattering amplitudes generically vanishes.
This can be used for instance to prove neutrinos are not
Goldstone particles of broken supersymmetry [6], see e.g.
[7] for a recent modern application. For spontaneously
broken conformal symmetry it is shown below that the
soft limit is qualitatively different. Conformal symme-
tries are space-time transformations which leave angles
between vectors invariant; scale symmetry is a part of
this. They are the most general bosonic global space-time
symmetries which still allow interesting physics [8]. Con-
formal symmetry has wide phenomenological and formal
applications. The Goldstone particle of broken confor-
mal invariance is called the dilaton. The main technical
result of this letter is to show how for general observ-
ables the dilatation operator and the special conformal
transformation appear in the dilaton soft limit. Where
we are aware of related results in the literature, this will
be mentioned below.
DILATON SOFT LIMIT FROM THE WARD
IDENTITY
Particles are represented by quantum fields with a
mass and a spin. Here they will also have a definite scal-
ing dimension, i.e. under x → eλx they will transform
as
Oi(x)→ ediλOi
(
eλx
)
(1)
where di is the scaling dimension. Under special confor-
mal transformations,
xµ → xµ + 2(a · x)xµ − aµx2 +O(a2) (2)
the operators will then transform as (e.g. [9]),
Oi(x) → (1 + 2(a · x)di − aµxνSµν)Oi(x′) +O(a2) (3)
where Sµν is the Lorentz generator of the representation
of the field O. Assume there is a scalar field in the theory,
denoted ξ, which acquires a vev,
〈ξ〉 = a 6= 0 (4)
and that the theory has a stable vacuum at this point.
This vev breaks conformal symmetry if the scaling di-
mension of ξ is not zero. The excitations of the field ξ,
denoted ξ˜,
ξ = a+ ξ˜ (5)
are the Goldstone modes and are massless. The action of
the theory is invariant under the dilatation of the original
field, which can be written as
ξ˜ → ξ˜ + λa+ λ ξ˜ + λx∂x ξ˜ +O(λ2) (6)
2The Ward identity of this transformation can be derived
in the standard fashion from the path integral, apart from
the fact that the source term for the quantum field ξ˜
∼ i
∫
dDxJξ˜ (7)
is not invariant under the symmetry (6). Instead, this
inserts an amputated zero momentum dilaton field. The
Ward identity reads
n∑
i=1
∆iGn(p1, . . . , pn) = aiF˜n(p1, . . . , pn) (8)
where the left hand side is the action of the dilatation
operator on the connected correlator of n fields and on
the right is a correlator with the same field content plus
an additional soft dilaton, times the vev. This soft dila-
ton identity is exact modulo anomalous dimensions for
fields and coupling constants, see below. This result is
implicit in [1] and the derivation resembles that of the
Callan-Symanzik equations [10][11].
Equivalent forms for this identity can be derived. For a
connected, amputated, 1PI correlator with massless fields
of scaling dimension d at tree level in a theory with only
one scale m one obtains for instance,
[
−m ∂
∂m
+ n
(
d− (D − 2)
2
)]
Gampn (p1, . . . , pn) =
aiF ampn (p1, . . . , pn) (9)
At loop level and with massive on-shell fields additional
care is needed, see below. The derivation of the Ward
identity for dilatations can be repeated for special con-
formal transformations. Pushing through the derivation
and using Sµν = 0 for scalar fields gives
n∑
i=1
K
µ
i Gn(p1, . . . , pn) = ai
∂
∂p
ξ˜
µ
F˜n(p1, . . . , pn) (10)
where on the left-hand side one has the action of the spe-
cial conformal transformation, while on the right hand
side one must insert a dilaton, amputate, take its mo-
mentum derivative and then take its momentum to zero.
The analog of the Callan-Symanzik equation in this case
can be found in [12].
Extension to massive matter
The subtlety in the derivation of equation (9) for mas-
sive legs is in the amputation step. The inverse propa-
gator is generically not covariant under dilatations but
proportional to a soft dilaton insertion itself,
∆iG
(2)
1PI = aiF
(2)
1PI (11)
For massless matter the right hand side is always pro-
portional to G itself, but it generically is not for massive
on-shell matter. One can see this directly already for tree
level amplitudes with massive matter in a spontaneously
broken theory: there is a soft divergence from Feynman
graphs where the dilaton connects to the outside massive
leg directly. Note that the mass of the matter also enters
into the scattering amplitude by the on-shell condition
p2 = m2. These two problems can be made to cancel
each other, leaving a version of the result in equation (9)
valid for scattering amplitudes.
To see this, consider the Feynman graph expansion of
an observable with fields of canonical scaling dimension
and massive matter. Take the momentum of the dilaton
to be λps The divergent graphs contributes
An+1(ps, X)|div. =
∑
i∈massive
J3
1
2λps · pi Jn(pi + λps, X)
For (pi+λps)
2 = m2 the current Jn on the right hand side
becomes the An(X) scattering amplitude by unitarity.
The (twice amputated) current J3 in the limit λ→ 0 is
lim
λ→0
J3 =
1
a
m
∂
∂m
J2 =
1
a
2mi (12)
where the last equality holds at tree level. At first or-
der in λ this current contains a part with derivative of
delta function support. Moreover, the explicit momen-
tum flowing through a given propagator depends on mo-
mentum conservation. First take the momentum running
through a given propagator to be the sum of momenta on
the side of the propagator which contains an arbitrarily
chosen particle 1. This fixes momentum routing for each
propagator. The λ dependence of a given propagator now
depends on wether the soft dilaton appears on the same
or opposite side of the graph compared to particle 1. Any
other momentum routing will lead to an expression which
vanishes up to derivative of delta function support.
The Laurent series in λ for the scattering amplitude
can now be studied, adapting an argument from [13].
The leading divergent part is fixed by unitarity. For the
subleading, λ0, part, we obtain
An(λps, X)|λ0 =
m
a
∂
∂m
An(X) (13)
up to terms which have derivative of delta function sup-
port: this is a distributional equation. All massive mo-
menta must be expressed as
pi = p
♭
i +
m2i
2p · pi ps (14)
Note (p♭i)
2 = 0 and this relation solves p2i = m
2
i explic-
itly. The mass derivative can hit internal propagators,
where its effect corresponds on the left hand side to the
3expansion of the momenta in the propagators. If the soft
dilaton momentum is constrained to satisfy [14]∑
i
mi
2pspi
= 0 (15)
then both the leading divergence cancels and the mass
dependence drops out of the delta function. We con-
jecture that the sub-sub-leading soft dilaton limit in the
case of massive on-shell matter gives the special confor-
mal transformation.
First applications
Consider the Higgs effect. The scalar vev which breaks
gauge symmetry could also break a scale symmetry. The
dilaton is then necessarily uncharged under the residual
gauge group: it must be a massless singlet. Its low en-
ergy couplings are dominated by the soft limit derived
above. Hence the dilaton-quark couplings are propor-
tional to the induced masses of the matter in the theory.
In the low energy limit, this observation combine with
Lorentz symmetry completely determines the couplings
to be proportional to the Yukawa couplings. Moreover,
particle decay into two dilatons is prohibited: the three
point decay amplitude for instance would be proportional
to the massive particle mass, whose soft limit does not
vanish. As an illustration consider the standard model,
with a Higgs potential modified to
V =
λ
2
( ~H2 − bξ2)2 (16)
where ξ is a singlet under all standard model gauge
groups. This is a special limit of the general idea of a
Higgs portal [15] (see also [16]). The requirement of a flat
direction fixes one constraint for the coupling constants
among the 3 scaling invariant terms one can make out
of two scalar fields: up to a field redefinition this poten-
tial is the most general. This potential has a degenerate
vacuum,
〈 ~H2〉 = (ba)2 〈ξ〉 = a (17)
Expanding around the vacuum in standard unitary gauge
and using the field redefinition
h(x)→ (h
′(x) + bξ′)√
1 + b2
ξ → (ξ
′ − bh′(x))√
1 + b2
(18)
gives canonical kinetic terms for h′ and ξ′ and a potential
V (h′, ξ′) =
1
2
(h′)2
(
m+ λ(bξ′ + (1− b2)h′))2 (19)
This shows ξ′ is the massless dilaton and h′ is the mas-
sive ’Higgs’, with mass m = 2ab
√
1 + b2λ. The field
shift induces dilaton-matter couplings, aligned along the
Yukawa interactions, as described. For b = 1 this is
exactly Coleman’s example [1] to illustrate spontaneous
scale symmetry breakdown. It is instructive to verify the
general statements for Green’s functions and amplitudes
above when b = 1. See [17] for a discussion of collider
constraints on this theory.
As a second application, consider the dilaton soft limit
in tree level string theory. String theory amplitudes are
governed by the closed string coupling constant and the
string scale α′. The dilaton soft limit was discussed in
the single brane case in [18]. Comparing to the general
result above, we immediately identify the string theory
dilaton as the Goldstone of spontaneous scale symmetry
breakdown. Moreover, the natural scaling dimension of
the closed modes is zero, while that of the open modes
is (D−2)4 . In the field theory limit our general result is
fully consistent with the novel subleading soft graviton
theorems of [19] [13] (see also [20]).
As a third application, consider a D-brane system of
stacks of parallel branes, separated along an orthogonal
direction which breaks scale and gauge symmetry. In the
field theory limit this is the so-called Coulomb branch
of the effective field theories living on the world-volume
of these branes. There is a precise map [21] from this
setup to higher dimensional Yang-Mills theories without
symmetry breaking. Tracing the recently discovered sub-
leading soft gluon theorems [22] [13] through this map
shows equivalence to (13) for the dilaton. Equation (14)
is essential here.
Note that the results above are closely related to con-
sistency conditions in cosmology, see [23] [24] [25]. There,
for single field inflation, the role of the dilaton is played
by the inflaton and the broken scale symmetry translates
to time translation invariance. It would be highly inter-
esting to explore this connection further.
Passing to the quantum level
Quantum effects can break conformal invariance. The
question relevant for this letter is if this breaking is ex-
plicit or (can be upgraded to be) spontaneous. It is easy
to guess what the Ward identity would be if the latter
scenario is realised: the dilatation operator is extended to
include the anomalous dimensions of fields and coupling
constants, see [26] for a one loop discussion.
There is a dimensional regularisation scheme [27],
which preserves conformal invariance. For the model
listed in equation (19) this reads in the case b = 0,
L = 1
2
∂µξ∂
µξ +
1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
2
(
λξ
a
) 4
D−2
φ2a
4
D−2 (20)
The exponential is well-defined in non-integer dimensions
as long as the theory is expanded around a nontrivial
ξ vev, ξ = a + ξ˜. This leads to an infinite series of
4interaction terms and the φ field acquires a mass
mφ = (λa)
2
D−2 (21)
which is kept fixed in perturbation theory. This the-
ory is conformal invariant, with scaling dimension D−22
for the fields and 0 for the coupling constant. The La-
grangian contains an infinite series of, generically, not
power-counting renormalisable terms which are evanes-
cent. Explicit computation, [28] [29], seems to point to
non-renormalisability at higher loop order.
Even at one loop the theory above contains what will
be called subdivergences: there are UV divergent graphs
with an arbitrary number of external ξ legs, whose over-
all value is 1ǫ ǫ ∼ 1. These finite terms feed into the ob-
served higher loop nonrenormalisability. In the standard
regularisation these subdivergences are absent. We pro-
pose that they can be systematically cancelled by using
anomalous dimensions as additional renormalisation con-
stants in the above scheme. Note that this decouples the
direct relation between the 1ǫ divergence and the renor-
malisation logs. These features all are closely related to
two loop divergences in general relativity [30].
The key is that the dilaton soft limit of the above the-
ory, potentially including a renormalisation scale M ,
lim
ps→0
F (ps, X) =
1
a
(
−m ∂
∂m
−M ∂
∂M
)
G(X) (22)
is an identity on the level of Feynman graphs: anomalous
dimensions can not arise. The divergences can always
be cancelled by scale invariant counterterms which have
an exactly dimensionless coupling constant. The Ward
identity derivation above guarantees it is annihilated by
the operator on the right of equation (22).
The Ward identity for scale transformations can in-
clude anomalous conformal dimensions for coupling con-
stants and fields. In the regularisation used here, these
dimensions enter directly into the action, e.g.
ξ0 → a
(
ξr
a
) D−2
D−2−2δξ
λ0 → λr
(
ξr
a
)−δλ(D−22 −δξ)−1
In addition, one introduces re-scalings of coupling con-
stants and fields. Combined with pure ξ and φ type
counterterms with coupling constants λa and λk, their
anomalous dimensions, δλa and δλk and rescalings this
leads to a total of 10 counterterm parameters around 4
dimensions. The soft limit now yields
∝
(
m
∂
∂m
+
3∑
i=1
δλiλi
∂
∂λi
+ nφδφ + nξδχ
)
G(Xr)
(23)
The field and coupling constant rescalings will cancel the
1
ǫ poles, while the finite anomalous dimensions cancel
subdivergences. The 5 finite parts of the field and cou-
pling constant rescalings are then fixed by renormalisa-
tion conditions. Derivatives of coupling constants set to
zero (e.g. λa) insert corresponding operators.
As an example of non-trivial β functions, consider one
loop in D = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions where the divergent in-
tegrals all have a tadpole or bubble topology. The field
renormalisation constants and their anomalous dimen-
sions are not needed to cancel any divergences. Setting
δλa =
12λ4
(4π)2 λa
δλ =
λk + 4λ
2
(4π)2
δλk =
12λ4 + 3λ2k
λk(4π)2
cancels the subdivergences. This reproduces the beta
functions computed in standard four dimensional regu-
larisation without symmetry breaking.
As an example of non-trivial anomalous dimensions,
consider one loop in D = 6 − 2ǫ dimensions and fo-
cus on the only momentum dependent divergences in the
quadratically subdivergent bubble graphs with many ex-
ternal legs. All subdivergences in this class can be can-
celled by anomalous dimensions of φ and ξ as
δφ = 2δξ =
λ2
6(4π)3
(24)
These anomalous dimensions are the same as those in the
standard regularisation without symmetry breaking. In
addition, there are subdivergent graphs for the coupling
constants of ξ
2D
D−2 and φ2ξ
4
D−2 which lead to β functions.
There are however also subdivergent triangle graphs with
four external φ fields which cannot be cancelled in this
fashion; the non-standard propagator correction vertices
could cancel the generated divergences at higher loops.
We conjecture, but do not prove, that with anomalous
dimensions included the regularisation scheme above de-
fines a consistent, renormalisable quantum field theory
with spontaneously broken scaling symmetry whose ob-
servables coincide with traditional results up to evanes-
cent terms.
Discussion
We have shown how the dilaton soft limit encodes
the action of the conformal generators. Several imme-
diate physical applications have been highlighted in the
text. It would be highly interesting to push this program
further for instance in the context of the AdS/CFT or
dS/CFT correspondences, where the latter has cosmo-
logical applications. Exploring renormalisable quantum
field theories with (spontaneously) broken conformal in-
variance at loop level may have very wide formal and
phenomenological applications. This will shed new light
on the role of scale invariance in physical systems. This
article presents a first step in exploring the consequences
of the general class of broken space-time symmetries for
observables. Beyond local conformal symmetry this class
further includes diffeomorphism and Poincare invariance,
where the latter is broken in general membrane systems
such as low energy string models for mesons [31] or D-
brane stacks.
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